Flexible functional split in Cloud Radio Access Network (CRAN) greatly overcomes fronthaul capacity and latency challenges. In such architecture, part of the baseband processing is done locally and the remaining is done remotely in the central cloud. On the other hand, Energy Harvesting (EH) technologies are increasingly adopted due to sustainability and economic advantages. Power consumption due to baseband processing has a huge share in the total power consumption breakdown of smaller base stations. Given that such base stations are powered by EH, in addition to QoS constraints, energy availability also conditions the decision on where to place each baseband function in the system. This work focuses on determining the performance bounds of an optimal placement of baseband functional split option in virtualized small cells that are solely powered by EH. The work applies Dynamic Programming (DP), in particular, Shortest Path search is used to determine the optimal functional split option considering traffic requirements and available energy budget.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Radio Access Network (CRAN) ensures cloudification of RAN by centralized pooling of the Baseband (BB) processing units [1] . The need for high capacity and very low latency fronthaul is the major challenge behind the full realization of CRAN. To alleviate this problem, flexible functional split between local base station (BS) sites and a central Baseband Unit (BBU) pool is proposed [2] . By executing some baseband processing tasks locally, the tight latency and bandwidth requirement of the fronthaul can be relaxed, while maintaining many of the centralization advantages that CRAN architecture offers. In addition, Heterogeneous CRAN (HCRAN) is proposed as an architecture that includes a presence of High-Power Nodes (HPNs) for control plane functions and coverage [3] to partially alleviate the fronthaul constraint in CRAN. Moreover, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) enables network functions to be executed on general purpose computing hardware and Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a tool to realize the management and control of these network functions [4] .
On the other hand, energy sustainability is one of the key pillars for future mobile network design and operation due to environmental concerns and costs. For this reason, Energy Harvesting (EH) technology is increasingly adopted as a means to ensure sustainability for next generation mobile networks [5] . However, EH comes with its own unique challenge mainly due to unreliable energy sources. Hence, in Energy Harvesting Base Stations (EHBSs), it is important to properly manage the harvested energy and to ensure proper energy storage provision to avoid energy outage.
Most of the literature on energy management policy in EHBSs focuses on a HetNet architecture with an intelligent switching on/off scheduling of base stations. The authors in [6] apply a ski-rental framework based online algorithm for optimal switch on/off scheduling of EHBSs. On the other hand, the authors in [7] apply reinforcement learning to optimize the energy usage. A similar problem of energy saving optimization in HetNets is studied in [8] , where multi-armed bandit is applied to determine optimal cell expansion bias. The authors in [9] apply Dynamic Programming (DP) to determine the optimal switch on and off policy of a HetNet by considering the traffic variation and energy arrival.
Nevertheless, embedding EH and incorporating flexible functional split options in HCRAN is missing in the literature. The functional splits give insight into considering more operation modes of BSs, in addition to switch on and off. This paper starts filling this gap by investigating the performance bounds of an optimal energy management scheme that incorporates functional split options. The proposed approach is unique by considering more operational modes of virtual small cells as compared to the current literature that focuses only on intelligent switching on and off policies.
The main contributions of the paper are:
• Proposing an HCRAN scenario involving a central BBU pool and local virtualized small cells having capabilities of EH with dynamic placement of functional split options. The scenario relies on NFV for the dynamic movement of baseband processes as virtual network functions between the local virtual small cell sites and the central BBU pool, according to the choice of the functional split option. • Formulating the energy management of virtual EHBSs and a central BBU pool as an offline optimization problem targeting three functional split options, namely MAC/PHY, UpperPHY/LowerPHY and CRAN, in addition to the switching off; • Applying a DP algorithm to find the optimal placement of the functional split options considering the traffic demand, energy reserve and forecasted energy arrival. In particular, Shortest Path search is applied for solving the optimization problem; • Presenting the performance bounds of the optimal place-ment of functional split options and a comparison against static network configurations. Hence, the numerical results can serve as guidelines for designing online optimization approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the considered network scenario. Section III introduces the system model. In Section IV, the optimization problem and the optimal algorithm are described. The results are discussed in Section V. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section VI.
II. NETWORK SCENARIO
We consider a RAN as a set of clusters of one Macro Base Sation (MBS) with co-located BBU pool and N virtual Small Cells (vSCs). The vSCs provide service to hotspots, whereas mobility and baseline coverage are provided by the MBS. The vSCs are fully powered by EH plus batteries and are endowed with limited computational resource that can be used opportunistically, e.g., when enough energy is available, for part of the baseband signal processing tasks. The MBS with the BBU pool is powered by the electrical grid. The connection between vSCs and MBS is provided by a reconfigurable fronthaul and the BBU pool is capable of performing part of the baseband processing.
The functional split options that can be applied for the vSCs are given in [2] . Considering the potential centralization gains, we have selected the following functional split options as targets in this paper (shown in Fig. 1 ):
• Standard CRAN -all the baseband processing is done centrally at the BBU pool; • UpperPHY/LowerPHY -the LowerPHY layer processing is done by the vSC whereas UpperPHY and above is executed by the BBU pool; • MAC/PHY -the whole PHY layer processing takes place at vSCs whereas MAC and above layers are done at the central BBU pool.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
A state vector S t = [S 1 t , S 2 t , . . . , S N t ] represents the possible operative mode of the N vSCs in a cluster at time t . Each single element S i t is defined as:
The energy harvested by each vSC at time t is defined within the state vector
, whereas the energy stored by each vSC at time t is defined by the state vector
The traffic load experienced by each vSC is defined by the vector
A. Power model
The power consumption of each split option is estimated based on the model introduced in [10] , which is a general flexible power model of LTE base stations and provides the power consumption in Giga Operation Per Second (GOPS). Technology dependent GOPS to Watt conversion factor is applied to determine the power consumption in Watts. In this paper, we have mapped the various baseband processing tasks of the functional split options to their power requirement estimations. The main baseband tasks associated with the split options are shown in Fig. 1 .
The total base station power consumption is given by:
where P BB is the power consumption due to baseband processing, P RF is the power consumption due to RF circuitry including transmitter and receiver side, P PA is the power consumption by the power amplifier and P overhead is the overhead power consumption, e.g., cooling system. The baseband power consumption, P BB , is generally computed as:
More in detail, P BB1 is given by:
where P CPU is the idle mode power consumption, P OFDM is the power consumption due to OFDM processes and P filter is the power consumption due to filtering. In addition, P BB2 , is given by:
where P FD is the frequency domain processing power consumption and P FEC is the power consumption due to FEC processes. Estimating these power consumption values mainly depends on bandwidth, number of antennas and the load fraction. In particular, P FD and P FEC are dependent on the traffic load vector ρ t . The power dependence on these factors can be both linear and exponential [10] . The baseband power consumption of the vSC depends on the adopted functional split option, in particular it is given as:
The power consumption of the MBS is determined by (2) . Additional MBS power consumption is considered based on the functional split option of the vSCs in the same mobile cluster (e.g., additional P BB2 for each vSC in UpperPHY/LowerPHY split).
IV. OPTIMAL SOLUTION

A. Problem Statement
The intelligent energy management decision is a sequential process that selects the optimal configuration of the N vSCs in the cluster based on the traffic demand, the energy reserve and the future energy arrivals. The objective is to minimize the power drained from the grid which, in turn, is equivalent to MBS power consumption, and avoid system outage. We define system outage as the event to not satisfy the traffic demand due to battery energy depletion or wrong configuration decisions. These wrong configurations may overload the MBS radio access with the traffic of the handed over UEs of the switched off vSCs.
The process evolves in cycles along with the traffic demand and the energy arrival variations. At each cycle t, the task of the centralized controller, which is located at the MBS site, is to select the optimal operative mode of each vSC among the four options given by (1) . The minimization of the MBS power consumption is modeled as a DP optimization problem and it is given by:
where B th is the battery threshold level adopted to prevent damages to the storage devices and K is the time horizon or the number of times the energy control is applied and f (S t , t) is the cost function at time step t, which is defined as:
where P m (S t , t) and D(S t , t) are respectively the grid power consumption and the traffic drop rate of the system, given the operative modes of the vSCs and the time step t. The grid power consumption at time t, P m (S t , t), is equivalent to the power consumption by MBS and is determined based on (2). The traffic drop rate at time t, D(S t , t), is the total amount of traffic demand that cannot be served by the system in the time step t, i.e., the sum of the traffic of all the UEs that are not served neither by their vSC, which is switched off, nor by the MBS, which is overloaded. The weights w 1 and w 2 Fig. 2 . Graphical representation of the functional split configuration decision process for the case of one vSC provide flexibility in the cost function to emphasize one part of the cost over the other. They must always sum to 1, that is,
B. Graphical Representation
The problem of finding the optimal operating modes is represented as a graph. In the graph, a single node (N i t ) represents a possible combination of operating modes of the vSCs. These combinations result in different grid power consumptions, system drop rates and energy storage levels of vSCs. In Fig. 2 , an example of graph for a system with a single vSC is depicted. At cycle t + 1, the battery level corresponding to the child nodes is calculated based on:
where B cap is the maximum capacity of the battery in kWh, ∆ t is the time between two consecutive cycles, P vSC (S t ) is a vector representing the power consumption of the vSCs depending on their operative modes. The cost function (8) is used to compute the cost associated to each arc connecting two nodes. Two artificial nodes have been added at time step t = 0 and t = K + 1, to have a single initial node and a single terminal node. The cost associated to the arcs connecting the artificial nodes are set to zero. The cost associated to each arc of the graph can be interpreted as its length. Hence, the optimization problem in (7) is equivalent to finding the shortest path from the initial node at time t = 0 to the terminal node at time t = K + 1.
C. Shortest Path Search
We consider the Label Correcting Algorithm [11] for finding the shortest path. The exploration of the graph is done in a depth-first approach by sequentially discovering shorter paths from the starting node to the intermediate nodes until reaching the destination node. We define the variable d i , called label of i, as the length of the shortest path to the node i, OPEN as the list of nodes to be explored and UPPER as the last found minimum-length path. Initially both UPPER and d i are set to ∞. Throughout the exploration process, the length of the shorter path found so far is maintained in d i . If a new path is found with shorter length to i, the algorithm considers whether the labels d j of the child nodes j can be corrected by setting d j to d i + a ij , where a ij is the arc(i, j) . The nodes that are candidates to be included in the shortest path are maintained in the list OPEN. Nodes that result in a path length longer than UPPER or those that cannot satisfy the battery and system constraints are excluded from this candidate list. The steps of the algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1. This exploration policy is relatively faster and requires lower memory by avoiding to explore the whole graph [11] . This is especially advantageous for a tree-like problem such as the one tackled in this work.
Algorithm 1 Shortest Path Search Algorithm
initialize OPEN with possible states at time t while OPEN is not empty do remove a node N i t compute B t+1,j , j = 1, .., 4 N , for all S t+1 using (9)
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Simulation Scenario
We consider an area of 1 × 1 km 2 covered by a MBS with co-located BBU pool placed at the center and connected to the electrical grid. Capacity enhancement is provided by 3 vSCs equipped with a solar panel and a battery. A time horizon of 21 hours (i.e., K = 21 ) is selected, as it represents a reasonable balance between algorithm performance and complexity as described in [9] . User activities are categorized based on [12] as heavy users with an activity of 900 MB/hr and ordinary users with an activity of 112.5 MB/hr. Moreover, we adopt the traffic profiles described in [13] , in particular the residential and office ones. The solar energy traces are generated using the SolarStat tool [14] for the city of Los Angeles and simulations are carried out for the months of January and July, representing the worst and the best energy harvesting month, respectively.
The reference vSC power consumption values for our scenario are P RF = 2.6 W and P PA = 71.4 W. For P BB , we consider 200 GOPS, 160 GOPS and 80 GOPS for P CPU , P filter and P OFDM respectively. Moreover, the reference load dependent power consumption values are 30 GOPS, 10 GOPS and 20 GOPS for linear component of P FD , non-linear component of P FD and P FEC respectively. As for the MBS, we consider P RF = 9.18 W and P PA = 1100 W. The baseband power consumption is 630 GOPS and 215 GOPS for the static (P CPU + P OFDM + P filter ) and load dependent components (P FD + P FEC ), respectively. The power consumption overhead (P overhead ) is of 0 and 10% of the total power of the rest of the base station for the case of vSC and MBS, respectively. Other simulation parameters are given in Table I . 
B. Optimal Functional Split Configurations
The result of optimal functional split placement decisions for a scenario involving 3 vSCs with 90 users per vSC in a residential area is shown in Fig. 3 . Heavy users ratio of 50% is considered. The policy is able to decide the placement of the baseband functions in accordance with the available energy, forecasted harvested energy and traffic demands. Hence the result shows that, most of the user traffic is handled by the vSCs with no outage. Moreover, for a January week, the CRAN and MAC/PHY are the most chosen split options during daytime and peak traffic periods whereas switching off occurs during very low traffic hours. The average CRAN and MAC/PHY selection rate is 37% each and switching off rate is averaged at 20%. The results of the simulation for a week of July shows that MAC/PHY split mode is the most selected option. Average MAC/PHY selection rate is 67%, whereas switching off rate is averaged at 8%. This confirms that due to high energy availability, the vSCs are performing most of the baseband processes by themselves which, in turn, further reduces the grid energy consumed by the MBS.
The result of optimal functional split placement for a scenario of 3 vSCs deployed in an office area with 90 users per vSC is shown in Fig. 4 . Heavy users ratio of 50% is considered. An office area traffic profile is characterized by relatively lower traffic peak both in weekdays and weekends. In addition, the peak traffic hours are different than the residential traffic profile and more aligned with the solar energy arrivals. The result shows that the dynamic placement of the baseband functions enable the vSCs to offload the MBS for most of the users traffic without any drop. In addition, MAC/PHY and CRAN operative modes are the most selected options in January during peak traffic periods. The average MAC/PHY and CRAN selection rate is 47% and 28% respectively. Average switch off rate is at 23% and occurs during very low traffic periods, i.e. during night. In July, MAC/PHY is the most selected operative mode with an average selection rate of 68% and occurring during peak traffic periods, whereas, switch off occurs during very low traffic hours with average rate of 7.3%. This is due to the higher energy income in July. The high selection rate of MAC/PHY split results in a further reduction of grid energy consumption, since most of the baseband processes are performed locally by vSCs.
C. Comparison with static policies
This subsection provides a comparative analysis of the proposed optimal solution with static functional split policies. In the static solutions, the vSCs are kept in the same split mode as long as the battery level is above the threshold, otherwise it is switched off. The results of these static policies for a scenario with 3 vSCs deployed in a residential area with 90 users each and a heavy user ratio of 50% for a week of January and July are shown in Table II . All the static policies are not capable to reach the traffic drop rate performance of the optimal bound. Moreover, the performance gap can vary importantly with respect to the policy. In fact, the CRAN policy shows smaller outage against both UpperPHY/LowerPHY and MAC/PHY policies. This is mainly due to the low energy consumption of the vSCs in CRAN mode since they do not perform any baseband operation. Both UpperPHY/LowerPHY and MAC/PHY polices experience high drop rates for the case of January. The static policies are also sub-optimal in terms of grid energy consumption, where savings of up to 24 KWh and 29 KWh can be achieved in January and July, respectively. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed an optimal functional split placement of energy harvesting virtual small cells that relies on central BBU pool for part of their baseband processing. In particular, three functional split options namely, CRAN, UpperPHY/LowerPHY and MAC/PHY, have been targeted. A grid energy consumption minimization problem is stated and Dynamic Programming, more specifically Shortest Path search algorithm, is applied to determine the optimal functional split configurations. Simulation results show that dynamic functional split options placement with optimal control serves the traffic demand with significant energy saving, and hence lower OPEX, with respect to static functional split policies. Therefore, the obtained performance bounds represent an encouraging starting point for the evaluation of more sophisticated online optimization techniques.
